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About This Game

Star boy is an arcade style Side scroller beat em up adventure game..
You can choose 1 of 4 Star Warriors: Star Boy, Star Girl, Susan the Android, and THE INVINCIBLE ROBOT DRAGON

EAGLE!!!

The stye is like that of 90's arcade games like Battle Toads, Double Dragon, or Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles or x-men ect....
But with characters that have range shooting as well as most of them having Melee attacks.. Even with a Dragon that knows

Dragon Kung Fu... Star Boy is not just about attacking everything you see... this game is a Trippy.. mind boggling wonderland
experience in outer space.. Walk around and explore the alien fortress enjoy visually intractable tunneling experience before the

Space bears try and rip off your face!

Star Boy is an Alien God Creature who was born supernaturally strong made out of the space time folds in the source wall.. his
eyes were first formed by the lengths of the infinity symbol its self before shirking into a manageable version of power.

Star Boy can disposition Shakti and Agni Energy from his palms to shoot fire out of his palms with his Transcendent
Concentration. He encounters many Monsters, Daemons, Gods, Super Gods and Super Titans. He is also one of them and fights

to survive in the vacuum of death and space..

Star Boy has a sister named Star Girl they have been Fighting Demons since they were younger.. She is a Chameleon Power and
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can Change into Other Creatures.

Susan - an Android is reprogrammed by Star Girl Transforming and confusing her into self realization. She can shoot Lasers
from her Eyes and has a metal whip.

and...

The ROBOT DRAGON EAGLE-- The TITAN Super GOD -- The Boss of Sauce --- Guardian of the Evil Sorceress Space
Station.

Knows Dragon Kung Fu

Breaths Fire..

THE STAR WARRIOR GODS!!!!!

Each one has their own special way of fighting off space bears, Evil Djinn, Laser Frogs and Space Gods.... ..

Star Boy: the Star Warrior God.... has crashed his Star Car into of of theof the floating Lair of the Evil Sorceress Refinnej !
And now she has sent her monsters and Demons to destroy the Invading Space Warrior.. Starboy and the Star Warriors are

Trapped on the Strange Magick Space Station and Must Battle their way out to survive!!!
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Title: Star Boy
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Redeyevisuals
Publisher:
Redeyevisuals
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo E8400, 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6000+, 3.0GHz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 9600 GT or AMD HD 3870 512MB or higher

Storage: 634 MB available space

Sound Card: Sound Blaster Recon 3DI

English
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At first I thought the game was similar to the Game Dev Tycoon, but I was VERY wrong. It follows the same art style, but that's
where it all ends.

- The game has NO TUTORIAL. Which means from the very first minutes of gameplay you have to figure out everything
through trial and error.

- No GLOSSARY OF TERMS. I like to play Dota2 on occasion and I haven't the slightest inclination to ever play a MOBA for
anyhting but fun. I'm not interested in ranked stuff AT ALL. Thus, I hardly no any of the terminology that most active players
know and use.

- The game determines victory by coin toss. The stats and grinding in this game are pointless it doesn't affect the outcome AT
ALL. This means that all the stuff you buy and learn are 100% useless.

All in all, the concept is great but the execution is crap.. This game is EXTREMELY short. The camera angles are buggy and
the puzzles are not complicated. This does not feel or look like a finished product at all but supposedly it is. Did not care for it
at all.. For a very short time, I thought the game would be simple and linear. I was very wrong. It is very smart and you spend a
lot of time wandering around looking for clues you might have missed.
The graphics are super interesting. It is very impressive how readable it is with the super limited palette.. Beautiful in every way,
shape and form. If the fact my profile picture is a character from the series, and my name is based off the word "corona" doesn't
convince you to buy this series of VN's, I don't know what will. Amazing artwork, cute characters, heartwarming and
heartbreaking moments, pretty funny at times, and every once in a while... Lewd ;)

I recommend reading the other 2 volumes before this, otherwise you will be SO confused. But do I also recommend this one?
Hell yes.. Another beautiful location with high level of details!. https:\/\/forum.paradoxplaza.com\/forum\/index.php?threads\/is-
ther-any-plan-to-add-chinese-support-in-ck2%E3%80%81eu4%E3%80%81hoi4-and-stellaris%EF%BC%9F.1077611\/

Just don't like what AndrewT response in the thread
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Disappointing. Good idea, but poor execution.. Bought this back in 2015 when it was new with big promises. Played it a little bit
and left it installed for keeping track of updates. Jump forward to 2019 and the game has progressed basically none. I had big
hopes for the game and had hoped the devs would of progressed a lot farther by now. But it seems my expectations were just too
high as what I thought would be complete by 2016 would actually still not be complete by 2019...

Pass this game. Not worth it and in the current state this is a $5 game at best.. absolutely amazing.. the cars are great but it's the
sound that gets me.. It is so accurate to a Porsche!

Now bring on the LMP1 and the GT3 RS !!. Unplayable due to microtransactions and DLC's. Put the game on sale as a whole
with a worthy price and modernize the graphics then it will be great.. Newport red signal + Game freezes + derailed AI locos =
Stay away... Bought to support =). i sat there for a good 10 minutes trying to pick up a gun and it was not working. i was holding
down on the grip button on my controller. THIS IS A SCAM PEOPLE.. To be honest, I have really mixed feelings about
Invention 2. Sure, it's another typical indie FPS with zombies. No doubt about it. And it's really easy to see that it's made with
Unity asset flips. Those who played The Slaughtering Grounds and other indie FPS might recognize the infamous saw-toothed
zombie. Also, it will take no more than 30 minutes to beat the game and the ending just leaves much to be desired.

On the positive side, unlike other indie FPS with zombies, Invention 2 features an inventory and scavenging system (weapons,
ammos, equipment, food) that show some effort although they are underexploited. At least, the gameplay involves a minimum
level of surviving.

Considering its price, Invention 2 is worth a buy and worth your time.

Since the current Steam score does not represent the actual quality of the game, I'll have no choice but to display my review as a
negative one.

Rating (for a 1$ game):
6.0 \/ 10

Rating (according to my game preferences):
3.0 \/ 10
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